Handheld Riot Shield (NBS) Non-ballistic Shield

Superior protection in a lightweight design.

The Handheld Riot Shield (NBS) is designed for use in corrections and law enforcement applications. Particularly effective for crowd and riot control, the NBS is lightweight, shatter resistant and capable of withstanding impacts from bricks, bottles, splash and rocks.

NBS units also stand up to all types of swinging strikes. At the National Institute of Justice Annual Mock Prison Riot™, the NBS absorbed blows from batons, chairs, 2x4s, and crowbars with no damage to the shield or user.

The NBS offers many new and patented features not found on any other shield on the market. It is flexible — capable of being folded in half repeatedly with no creasing damage, and its interlocking edges allow personnel to form a unified, solid barrier with multiple shields. It is also available in right- or left-handed configurations.

Features:

1. Interlocking Flared Edges
2. Sturdy Aluminum Handle
3. Deterrent Bump (optional)
4. Heavy-Duty Armband
5. Shield-Guiding Thigh Pad

The NBS is available in several different models to meet your specific needs, including 36" or 48" lengths with surface shapes varying by model. It is delivered fully assembled and custom decals are available.

Specifications

- **Product Name:** Handheld Riot Shield
- **Description:** Lightweight non-ballistic shield
- **Protection:** Non-ballistic threats
- **Weight:** ~ 6 lbs (36" unit)
**Capture Shield**

The capture version of the NBS features a concave shape, making it ideal for use in prisons, riots and other crowd control situations. Personnel remain protected, using the NBS’s unique shape to subdue defiant persons by pinning them against walls or the ground. The 42” Capture Shield is particularly effective aiding guards in extracting disorderly inmates from cells.
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**Federal purchasing assistance**

Defenshield Handheld Riot Shields (NBS) are available through the GSA Schedule for federal agencies and to state, local, and municipal law enforcement under the Justice Department 1122 program. All Defenshield products are also listed on the DHS Authorized Equipment List. Funding is available through the DHS Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP).
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**Defenshield, Inc.**

Defenshield, Inc. is a veteran-owned, small business manufacturing bullet, blast and fragment resistant equipment for the government, military, law enforcement, and the private sector for anti-terror, force protection, and physical security requirements. Defenshield products are currently saving the lives of a diverse range of customers around the world.

“Good News for Good Guys”™

Ballistic data, photographs and video footage are available online at: www.defenshield.com